Background

Connection to main paper
The main paper examines the effects of fur, fur color, and velocity on Time-Of-Flight recordings. For this purpose a plaster cast of a cow's lower back and a fur-covered cow model were recorded in standstill and at 10, 20, and 30 cm/s. The study used a modified version of a software implemented to determine dairy cows' body condition ( [1] , [2] ). This software automatically determined the models' ischeal tuberosities, dishes of the rump, and tail. These will in the following be referred to points of interest (POI). Several quality tests were implemented, and all images failing any test were deleted. The X-and Y-coordinates of the POI were automatically determined for high quality images only. The numbers of recorded images and high quality images were presented and analyzed in the main paper (Table 1 and Figure  1 ). Additionally, it was analyzed in detail, how the precision for the determination of X-coordinates for the POI varies with the velocity (Table 4 ).
Problems in the analysis of Y-coordinates
An analysis of the Y-coordinates was not presented in the main paper, because it was subject to several sources of imprecision. As the models' motion direction was parallel to the Y-axis, the Y-coordinates naturally changed from image to image except in the recordings in standstill. Therefore, it was not meaningful to measure the deviation of the automatically determined Y-coordinates within velocities as it was done with the X-coordinates. Coordinate determination was only performed on high quality images, and the quality tests integrated in the software had led to deletion of single images, thereby leaving gaps between high quality images. Although constant velocities were chosen, constant changes in Y-coordinates could in consequence not be expected.
Manually labeling the POI to gather "true Y-coordinates" was unfeasible due to time and manpower constraints, if a statistically sound number of images were to be tested. In addition, possible subjective influences caused by observers can not be excluded or controlled. Instead, "true Y-coordinates" could be calculated automatically, based on the POI starting position in each run, the time interval between images, and the given velocity. This method, however, was susceptible to systematical errors:
As the velocities were given in centimeters per second (cm/s), the distances were given in centimeters when time intervals in seconds were used for calculation. They needed to be transferred into pixel to be compared to the automatically determined Y-coordinates. The ratio between cm in the field of view (FOV) and pixel in the image varies with the distance from the camera. As the models' surfaces are not flat, the POI's exact distances from the camera were difficult to determine. Additionally, the camera's FOV naturally has the shape of a cone ( [3] ). In presenting the FOV as a rectangle, distortion increases towards it's edges. Pixel on the same plane perpendicular to the camera's line of sight (i.e. equal distance from the camera) vary in their widths and height in centimeters when one pixel is located in the center and the other at the edge of the image. This distortion effect could not be corrected afterwards, because the camera's internal projection on the rectangular image is unknown. As only integer numbers of pixel could be used as "true Y-coordinates", roundoff errors were also likely to occur.
Calculation of "true Y-coordinates"
The Y-coordinate of the point on the backbone 30 pixel away from the tail (BB30, see main paper section 4 Material and Methods, Software) has per definition the Y-coordinate of the tail augmented by 30. It was hence not analyzed, and only the ischeal tuberosities, dishes of the rump, and the tail were taken into account.
The software described in [1] wrote the image acquisition time (in milliseconds) in every image's filename. The timestamps of all images for which coordinates for the POI could be calculated were extracted. The time differences ∆t in seconds between them were determined. As the models were recorded while passing the camera five times, the respective first image of every run to show the POI was used as reference, and the Y-coordinates determined from it were used as start values. For all following images of each run, the distances ∆d cm that the POI should theoretically have moved away from the reference points during the corresponding ∆t were calculated using ∆d cm = ∆t * velocity , velocity ∈ {0 cm/s, 10 cm/s, 20 cm/s, 30 cm/s}. (1) The used Time-Of-Flight camera (Swiss Ranger 4000 by Mesa Imaging, [3] ) has 34 o opening angle in Y-direction. The camera was mounted 128 cm above the wooden plate on which the models were placed. For all POI the approximate height h over this wooden plate was determined. The difference 128 − h cm was used as distance between camera and the respective point of interest (presented in Supplementary Table 1 ).
To calculate the pixel's width in Y-direction, the rectangular triangle between the camera's line of sight (i.e. distance from the camera), the width in Y-direction Ywidth scenery of the whole scenery, and the boundary of the FOV's cone was used (Supplementary Figure 1 This number has to be divided by the number of pixel in Y-direction (176), to get a pixel's width in Y-direction, depending on the scenery's distance from the camera 128 − h cm:
The differences in distance in centimeters ∆d cm have been calculated with Equation 1, but differences in pixel were needed:
To get the "true Y-coordinates" the distance differences in pixel ∆d pixel were rounded to integer values and added to the corresponding starting values. The difference between "true Y-coordinates" and automatically determined Y-coordinates served as error measure. The base was a wooden plate, and the camera was mounted 128 cm above the plate. The models were placed on the wooden plate for recording.
Results
Supplementary
Supplementary Table 1 were used in Equation 3 to calculate the width in Y-direction of a pixel that has this distance from the camera.
Supplementary Table 2 presents the descriptive statistics of the errors between the "true Y-coordinates" calculated as described in section 2 and the Y-coordinates determined automatically by the software described in [1] .
Discussion
No inferential statistics was done, because imprecisions could not be avoided in measuring the errors in automated Y-coordinate determination.
The descriptive statistics for the plaster cast implicate problems in precise Ycoordinate determination when the model was moving. Maximal and mean errors are strictly monotonically increasing from standstill to 30 cm/s, but the growths from 10 to 20 and 20 to 30 cm/s are significantly smaller than from standstill to motion. The analogies to the decreasing behavior of the plaster casts HQIratio (discussed in the main paper, Table 1 ) are recognizable. When it comes to the furcovered model, maximal and mean errors are strictly monotonically decreasing from Supplementary 
